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Abstract- A visual preference procedure
was used to examine 6- and ^-monthold infants* sensitivity to phrase structure in music. Sections of Mozart minuets were divided into segments that either did or did not correspond to the
phrase structure of the music. Infants in
both age groups listened significantly
longer to the appropriately segmented
versions. Their behavior accorded well
with judgments of the same materials
made by adults, suggesting that protracted musical experience may not be
necessary to perceive phrase structure in
music. Strong correlations were found
between certain musical variables and
the infants* preferences for the musical
passages, pointing to acoustic properties that may be important for defining
musical phrases.
When William James (1890) described
the infant's world as a "blooming, buzzing confusion," he was reflecting on how
infants are able to organize the diverse
array of continually changing impressions received through different sensory
modalities into a coherent picture of the
structure of the world. Since James'
time, much has been learned about the
perceptual capacities that allow the infant to pick out objects and events in the
environment (e.g., Haith & Campos,
1983; Mehler & Fox, 1985). Nevertheless, some fundamental questions remain
to be answered. One such question is
how infants segment complex acoustic
signals so as to arrive at a description
that identifies the important component
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events and expresses the relations
among them.
Perhaps the best known example of
segmentation is the ability of a native
speaker of a language to analyze utterances into a hierarchy of discrete units
such as words, phrases, and clauses despite the fact that pauses between successive units are often absent from the
acoustic signal (Jusczyk, 1986). Although this ability, essential for recovering the meaning of an utterance, is not
fully understood, experimental evidence
indicates that boundaries between important units may be cued in part by
rhythm and intonational contour (Cooper & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Nakatani &
Dukes, 1978). Not only are adult listeners sensitive to such cues (Collier &
t'Hart, 1975; Lehiste, Olive, & Streeter,
1976; Scott, 1982; Scott & Cutler, 1984),
but recent studies demonstrate that 6month-old infants show clear listening
preferences for correctly versus incorrectly segmented speech (Hirsh-Pasek,
Kemler-Nelson,
Jusczyk, WrightCassidy, Druss, & Kennedy, 1987; Kemler-Nelson, Hirsh-Pasek, Jusczyk, &
Wright-Cassidy, 1989). The latter results
imply that the infant is already detecting
some sort of organization of segments inherent in the acoustic stream of speech.
Music shares with speech the characteristic of being hierarchically organized
into units of varying temporal extents
(Deutsch & Feroe, 1981; Lerdahl &
Jackendoff, 1983). A short segment constitutes a unit of one level and then joins
with other segments to form longer units
at higher levels in the hierarchy. Perceptually, the segmentation of music depends on a variety of factors, including
contrasts of pitch range, dynamics, and
timbre, lengthening of durations,
changes of melodic contour, and metrical, tonal, and harmonic stress (Clark &
Krumhansl, in press; Palmer & Krum-
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hansl, 1987a, b; Simon & Sumner, 1968).
Although perceptual segmentation of
music by infants has not been investigated previously, recent studies have
shown that infants in the first year of life
are sensitive to changes of melodic contour and rhythm (Trehub, 1987). In addition, perceptual grouping by infants on
the basis of changes of pitch range, timbre, and dynamics has been demonstrated (Thorpe & Threhub, 1989;
Thorpe, Trehub, Morrongiello, & Bull,
1989). Thus, these factors may contribute to segmentation of music at an early
age.
The present study was undertaken to
investigate the degree of which infants
are sensitive to phrase structure in music
and to identify the factors underlying this
sensitivity. The experiment tested their
preferences for alternative segmentations of simple musical passages, which
were the initial sections of Mozart minuets chosen for their relatively obvious
and regular melodic, harmonic, and
rhythmic structure. In some versions
(called Natural), the musical passage
was divided by short pauses into segments that corresponded to the phrases
in the music. In other versions (called
Unnatrual), the pauses were inserted in
the middle of phrases. This was accomplished by beginning the Unnatural version at some point other than the start of
the piece while keeping unchanged the
pattern of inserted pauses. Because the
initial sections of the pieces are repeated, the two versions contained the
same musical material, presented in the
same order as the original music. Figure
1 shows, for one of the minuets, the Natural and Unnatural versions. The experiment employed the headturn preference
procedure used previously in studies of
speech perception by infants (Fernald,
1985; Hirsh-Pasek et. al., 1987; KemlerNelson et al., 1989).
VOL. 1, NO. 1, JANUARY 1990
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Natural and Unnatural versions of each
minuet were recorded on audio tape and
later redigitized and stored on an LSI 11/
73 computer for on-line presentation during the experiment.

Procedure

Fig. 1. Top: Shows one Mozart minuet in which pauses are inserted at phrase boundaries; this is the Natural version. Bottom: Shows the Unnatural version of the same
minuet; the pattern of pauses is identical but this version begins at the sixth measure
of the original music.

METHODS
Subjects
Thefirstgroupcontained24 infantsof
approximately6 monthsof age (avg. age
= 25.6 weeks); two additionalinfants
were tested, but they cried and did not
completethe session. The second group
contained 24 infants of approximately
4V2months of age (avg. age = 19.4
weeks); six additional infants did not
complete the session- three because
they failed to meet the requirementof
lookingfor at least 3 sec to eitherside of
the test booth (see procedure),two because they cried, and one because of
equipmentfailure.

time and played at a tempo of 125 quarter-notes per minute by a Yamaha TX802
FM tone generator synthesizing a piano
timbre under the control of a Macintosh
Plus computer. Each stimulus consisted
of either 4 or 6 phrases (of measure
lengths 2, 4, or 6). Two versions of each
stimulus were produced. In the Natural
version, two-beat pauses (of duration .96
sec) were inserted at the end of each
phrase as determined by the experimenters' intuitions. In its Unnatural counterpart, the pattern of pauses was identical.
However, the segments began after 1,3,
5, 7, or 9 measures of the music (and
ended at the same point after playing
through the music twice); this had the
consequence that the pauses did not coincide with the phrase endings.1 The

The infant was seated on its parent's
lap in the center of a three-sided test
booth. A red light and a loudspeaker
were mounted at eye level on each side
of the side panels and a green light was
mounted on the center panel facing the
infant. An observer hidden behind the
center panel looked through a peephole
and recorded the direction and duration
of the infant's headturns by pressing buttons on a response box linked to an LSI
11/73 computer in an adjacent room. The
observer was not informed as to which
loudspeakers the Natural and Unnatural
samples were assigned. In addition, during the course of the experiment, both
the observer and the infant's parent listened to recorded music over headphones to keep them unaware of the Natural and Unnatural versions. The infant
consistently heard the Natural versions
of the minuets through the loudspeaker
on one side of the booth and the Unnatural versions on the other side. Whether
the Natural versions appeared on the left
or right side was counterbalanced across
subjects.
An 8-trial familiarization period
served to acquaint the infants with the
assigned positions of the Natural and
Unnatural versions. Each trial began by
blinking the green light to draw the infant's attention to center. When the infant was so oriented, the center light was
extinguished and the red light above one
of the loudspeakers began to flash. When
the infant made a head-turn of at least 30°
in the direction of the loudspeaker, the
musical sample began to play and con-

Apparatus and Stimulus Material

1. As a check thatthe locationschosen for insertingpauses in the Naturalsamplescoincided
with adult listeners1perceptionof phrase structure,a group of 14 adults was asked to judge
which version of each minuetsounded"more natural."Small groupsof 3 to 6 subjectswere
lected from Trente pieces facile pour piin a sound insulatedroom equippedwith individualtest cubicles; they listened to the
ano (Bruxelles: Schott Frfcres). Each tested
stimuliover headphones.On a given trial, subjectslistenedto both versionsof each minuet;on
containedan inital section of either 8 or half the trials, the Naturalversion occurredfirst; on the other half, the Unnaturalversion
10measuresfollowedby a repeatsign. A occurredfirst. Overall,the Naturalversionwas preferredon 79%of the trials(/(13) = 7.22, p
given stimulus consisted of the initial < .0001),confirmingthe experimenters'intuitionsconcerningthe phrasestructureof the pieces.
sectionandits repetition,so thatall stim- Thatperformancewas not highermightbe attributableto the demandsof havingto remember
uli were either 16 or 20 measures in the two relativelyextendedpassagesfor comparison,and the fact that these listenershad little
length.All were notatedin three-quarter or no musicaltraining.

Sixteen Mozart minuets were se-
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tinued until completion or until the infant
failed to maintain the 30° headturn for 2
sec. Minuets numbers 1, 3, 7, and 24
were used on the familiarization trials.
The procedure was unchanged for the 12
test trials that followed. During this
phase, half the infants heard the Natural
and Unnatural version of 6 of the minuets (numbers 4, 5, 8, 14, 15, and 16), and
the other half the infants heard the two
versions of the other six minuets (numbers 9, 12, 13, 17, 18, and 23). Within the
block of 12 test trials, no effort was made
to present the alternative versions of a
minuet successively. The ordering of the
stimuli was random with the provision
that for three of the minuets, the Natural
version occurred before the Unnatural
version, and vice versa.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preferences for the alternative versions of the minuets were indexed by
measuring the amount of time that the
infants oriented to the loudspeaker playing each type of sample. For the 6month-old infants, the mean orientation
times for the Natural and Unnatural version were 10.23 and 8.03 sec, respectively. Twenty-two of the 24 infants
showed this pattern, and the difference is
highly significant statistically (f(23) =
5.08, p < .0001). Moreover, for each of
the 12 minuets, the mean orientation
time was longer for the Natural version
than for the Unnatural version (f(ll) =
6.09, p < .0001).
A variety of analyses were undertaken to determine the musical correlates of these looking time differences.
The first analysis considered the pitch of
the tones surrounding the pauses. (This,
and the following analysis involving durations, considered the first tones of
each stimulus as "after" a pause and the
last tones as "before" a pause. In other
words, the gap between trials was
counted as a pause.) The top Figure 2
shows the average pitch of the last three
tones before the pauses and the first two
tones following the pauses on a scale of
pitch height from low to high where C4 is
middle C. Whenever two tones were
sounded simultaneously, the higher tone
was included in the analysis. As can be
seen, there is a sharp drop in the average
pitch height before the pauses in the Natural version, but not the Unnatural ones.
72

Fig. 2. Top: Shows the average pitch of the last three tones before the pauses and the
first two tones after the pauses for the Natural (solid line) and Unnatural (broken line)
versions. Bottom: Shows the average pitch duration of the last three tones before the
pauses and the first two after the pauses for the Natural (solid line) and Unnatural
(broken line) versions.
The values for the individual stimuli
were correlated with the orientation time
data. Significant correlations were found
for the second to last position (r(22) =
- .422, p = .04) and the last position
(K22) = - .490, p = .014) before the
pauses.
A second analysis looked at the durations of tones surrounding the pauses.
Because the durations in the melody
tones showed greater variability, only
these were considered. The average durations of the last three tones before the
pauses and the first two after the pauses
are shown at the bottom of Figure 2 on a
scale of pitch duration where a quartertone is equal to .48 sec. A sharp increase
in pitch duration before the pauses occurs for the Natural versions, but not for
the Unnatural ones. When the values for
the individual stimuli were correlated
with the orientation times, significant
correlations were observed for the second to last (r(22) = .42, p = .039) and
last (r(22) = .535, p = .007) positions
before the pauses.
Of the other musical variables considered, only one showed a significant rela-

tionship with the orientation times. This
variable was based on the interval
formed by the last pitch of the melody
and its accompanying bass note. The
proportion of intervals preceding pauses
that were octaves was much higher for
the Natural (.583) than for the Unnatural
(.111) versions. Moreover, the octave
measure correlated significantly with orientation times (r(22) = .472, p = .020).
Thus, orientation times were correlated
with three characteristics of the ends of
the musical segments before the pauses:
drops in pitch, lengthening of durations,
and presence of octave intervals. The results did not depend on the beginning
characteristics of the segments. In particular, there appeared to be no effect
attributable to the fact that the Natural
versions began at the start of the piece
whereas the Unnatural versions did not.
The two versions did not differ significantly in terms of the pitch or duration of
the first two tones, nor did these variables correlate with the orientation time
data. Nor can the results be attributed to
the final ending, because the infants did
not listen to the very end of the stimuli.
VOL. 1, NO. 1, JANUARY 1990
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The results for the 4V2-month-oldinfants were similar to those for the 6month-old infants. They oriented longer
to the Natural (12.81 sec) than to the Unnatural (10.05 sec) versions of the minuets. Again, this difference was quite stable. Twenty of the 24 infants showed this
pattern, and the difference was highly
significant statistically (f(23) = 3.341, p
= .0028). Moreover, for 11 of the 12
minuets, the mean orientation time was
longer for the Natural version than the
Unnatural version (f(ll) = 3.182, p =
.0087). The pattern of correlations between the orientation times and the musical variables was similar. The pitch
height and pitch duration of the last position before the pause correlated significantly with the orientation times (r(22)
= -.502,/? = .0125 and K22) = .513,/?
= .0104, respectively). Although in the
same direction, the correlation between
the octave measure and orientation times
was not significant (r(22) = .291, p =
.1671) for this group. Again, the orientation times were not correlated with characteristics of the first tones after the
pauses, or those at the very beginning of
the stimulus, in particular.
This study demonstrates that infants
prefer to listen to musical passages that
are interrupted at phrase boundaries
compared to ones interrupted in the middle of phrases. This result implies that
they perceive segmental organization in
musical passages in the sense that some
places appear to afford better stopping
points than others. In this respect, infants behave much like adult listeners
(Clarke & Krumhansl, in press; Palmer
& Krumhansl, 1987a, b), which suggests
that the ability to perceptually segment
passages into phrases may not require
protracted musical experience. Instead,
certain acoustic markers appear to induce appropriate segmentation of the
musical stream. The correlations between musical variables and the infants'
orientation times offer some suggestions
as to the potential cues for segmentation,
viz. a drop in pitch height at the ends of
phrases, a phrase-final increase in pitch
duration in the melody, and a predominance of octave simultaneities at the
ends of phrases.

Our demonstration of sensitivity to
segmental organization accords well
with other observations that have been
made of music perception by infants,
particularly their sensitivity to melodic
contour and rhythmic patterns (Trehub,
1987), grouping on the basis of pitch
range (Thorpe & Trehub, 1989; Thorpe
et al., 1989), and octave equivalence
(Demany & Armand, 1984). The present
study goes a step further in suggesting
that such variables may provide the
means for segmenting the musical
stream. In addition, there are some obvious parallels between the present
study and those demonstrating infants'
sensitivity to acoustic correlates of segments in speech (Hirsh-Pasek et al.,
1987; Kemler-Nelson et al., 1989).
Hence some of the proposed acoustic
cues for segmental organization in
speech, such as falling intonational contour and syllable lengthening, seem comparable to the pitch height and duration
variables present in music. Indeed, when
considered in conjunction with the work
on speech segmentation, the present
study offers some intriguing suggestions
about general acoustic cues that the infant may use to segment the auditory
world.
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